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harles Darwin considered the eye such a complicated organ of extreme perfection that he understood his theory of evolution would be challenged to explain its origins. In The Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection, he writes, "To suppose that the eye with all its inimitable contrivances for adjusting the focus to different distances, for admitting different amounts of light, and for the correction of spherical and chromatic aberration, could have been formed by natural selection, seems, I confess, absurd in the highest degree." However, Darwin's own beliefs were the opposite. He later stated, "The difficulty of believing that a perfect and complex eye could be formed by natural selection, though insuperable by our imagination, should not be considered subversive of the theory."
It all started with isolated photosensitive cells and evolved into an incredible variety of seeing machines we call "eyes." In the first stage of visual evolution, isolated photosensitive spots (found on many marine larvae and earthworms) let organisms tell whether it was day or night, thereby giving them a competitive advantage by letting them know when feeding is best or predators are most prevalent. These spots allowed for sensing depth, both in the water and on land. They also made circadian rhythms possible.
The second phase of this evolution included the addition of a small pigment shield in front of the photosensitive cell that conferred the ability to detect the direction of light. An organism could then move purposely toward or away from light using its one-pixel directionality. A sea urchin's body functions as one big "eye." Thousands of photosensitive cells on its arms are shadowed by other arms, screening out light at offangles and enabling the sea urchin to move toward or away from a large object without a true eye.
In the third phase of evolutionary development, the clustering of these photo elements and pointing them in slightly different directions, usually achieved by a cup-shaped eye, allowed for low-resolution vision. This is the kind of vision found in garden snails and box jellyfish. This marked the evolution of the true eye.
The eye subsequently evolved by adding a focus mechanism, usually a cornea and lens. This allowed for a much higher resolution in the details of the environment, which was critical for food gathering, enemy detection, and other tasks. All eyes seem to have a common origin, having evolved only once. Developmental biologist Walter Gehring found that the same master gene, Pax6, controls ocular development in virtually every member of the animal kingdom with eyes. Likewise, all eyes in all creatures have the same molecular basis, a group of proteins called opsins. Opsins couple with a chromophore that absorbs light energy, transforming the opsin, which sets off a cascade of chemical reactions resulting in a nervous signal. There are thousands of different opsins, all of which have a common ancestor.
Jeepers
Although the control genes and chemical constituents for vision have commonality across species, there is tremendous variation in how animals use these basic mechanisms. Eyes have great diversity in anatomy, acuity, the spectrum of electromagnetic perception, visual field, and motility.
There are numerous anatomical eye designs. The compound eyes of dragonflies and bees have hundreds of separate lenses and retinas. Octopuses and squid have their photoreceptors in the most inner layer of the retina and the outer neural layers hold the retina in place; therefore, no retinal detachments and no blind spots! Lobsters and shrimp have no lenses, but instead place their retinas at the focus of a concave mirror. This allows for significant light concentration even with their small eyes. Spookfish have lenses and then refocus and concentrate light with an inorganic material mirror to maximize the light in their great ocean depth environment of 1,000 to 2,000 feet below sea level.
Acuity also ranges widely. Human visual acuity is surpassed only by birds of prey. Eagles are said to have the best vision. Eagles have at least two and a half times the resolving power of humans, predicated on the fact that they have five times the concentration of photoreceptors as we do. They also have two foveae, one for seeing straight and the other for side vision.
The spectrum of electromagnetic perception is wide ranging. Pigeons have 5 different types of cones and mantis shrimp have 12 different types of cones yielding potentially extraordinary color differentiating abilities. Honeybees and certain fish see well into the ultraviolet range. Certain shrimp see not only in the ultraviolet but also the infrared range. Squid have a special eye that points downward for detecting bioluminescence in their food source. Cuttlefish can see polarization. Birds such as robins and pigeons can "see" the earth's magnetic field.
A creature's functional visual field is often critical for survival, for both gathering food and avoiding predators. The fuzzy chiton has hundreds of eyes, each with a lens and retinal elements scattered all over its shell plates. Interestingly, its lenses are not made of protein but of calcium and carbonate molecules. The bay scallop has more than 100 eyes looking out in all directions. There are animals, especially reptiles and birds, that can point their eyes independently, thereby increasing their visual field.
Motility also increases our functional field and gives animals the ability to not only explore their surroundings without moving, but also track food sources and adversaries. One of the earliest strategies for obtaining a visual direction is that employed by the box jellyfish. It uses a floating crystal weight to keep its lensed eye (8 of its 24 eyes have lenses) looking upward. This allows the box jellyfish to know when it is under a mangrove canopy, where food and shelter can be found. Starfish put their eyes at the end of their arms, which are mobile. Many animals have eyes at the end of motile stalks. Particularly intriguing is the stalkeyed fly (Figure 1) . Its eyes are at the end of long stalks that can be lengthened by pumping air into them. Females prefer males with longer stalks and hence larger PDs (interpupillary distances). A number of animals, including geckos and chameleons, move their eyes independently. Dial dolphins also move their eyes independently and process both images. They seem to have two separate brains because they have the ability to let one-half of the brain sleep at a time. This allows for 24-hour vigilance against predators.
Higher animals achieve a fine sense of depth by interpreting the small differences in the images of the same object seen at slightly different viewing angles by each eye. Compound eyes confer the same ability while using just one eye. Certain birds, such as the thwany frogmouth, have the ability to snap their eyes from the laterally pointing position, which maximizes their visual field, to a straight position to obtain binocularity when the binocular function is needed to accurately locate food.
